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New: ContiTrack Ready to Race 

 

 Slick tire for ultimate performance  

 State-of-the-art sports tire for motorcycle racing and training  

 Always suitably equipped: the Continental Racing Tires ABC  

 

 
Hanover/Korbach, March 16, 2016. Round and smooth with excellent grip – these are the 

features of the new ContiTrack slick tire from Continental that is now coming out in pole 

position. With this state-of-the-art sports tire from Korbach on the rims, racing fans can 

readjust their lap time stopwatches and reset them to zero this year.  

 

ContiTrack is currently available in the following sizes and compounds: 
 

Front  

17‘‘ 120/70 R17NHS TL ContiTrack soft  

Rear   

17‘‘ 180/60 R 17 NHS TL ContiTrack soft  

17‘‘ 180/60 R 17 NHS TL ContiTrack medium  

17‘‘ 180/60 R 17 NHS TL ContiTrack hard  

17‘‘ 190/60 R 17 NHS TL ContiTrack soft  

17‘‘ 190/60 R 17 NHS TL ContiTrack medium  

17‘‘ 190/60 R 17 NHS TL ContiTrack hard.  

 

Additional sizes are in the pipeline. Customers can find out about their availability at any time 

at www.conti-moto.com.  

ContiTrack offers a sustainably higher level of performance with increased durability. The 

new carcass structure provides much greater stability when braking and ensures more 

precise steering as well as noticeably greater traction on corner exit. Thanks to the 

ZeroDegree steel belt construction, the tire guarantees great stability at high speeds and an 

extremely low kickback tendency. 

"When developing ContiTrack, we focused in particular on producing three variants of 

carefully balanced compounds," explains Edwin Goudwaard, head of Research and 

Development. The innovative super sports tire is completely "handmade in Germany" and 

comes from the "tire bakery" in Korbach am Edersee.  

Alternative tread designs to the "smooth" ContiTrack are listed in the new "Racing Tires 

ABC" by Continental. In addition to an overview of all sports and super sports tires suitable 

for the race track, including the available sizes, the ABC also provides useful tips on how to 

choose the right tires.
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Continental AG 

Continental develops intelligent technologies for transporting people and their goods. As a reliable 

partner, the international automotive supplier, tire manufacturer, and industrial partner provides 

sustainable, safe, comfortable, individual, and affordable solutions. In 2015, the corporation generated 

sales of €39.2 billion with its five divisions, Chassis & Safety, Interior, Powertrain, Tires, and 

ContiTech. Continental employs more than 208,000 people in 55 countries. 

www.continental-corporation.de 
 
Tire Division 
The Tire Division currently has 24 production and development locations worldwide. The broad product 
range and continuous investments in R&D make a major contribution to cost-effective and ecologically 
efficient mobility. As one of the world's leading tire manufacturers with more than 47,000 employees, the 
Tire Division achieved sales of €9.8 billion in 2014. 
 
Passenger and Light Truck Tires 
Continental is one of the leading manufacturers of passenger and light truck tires in Europe and the 
world's fourth largest passenger tire manufacturer in the original equipment and replacement market. 
The product development focus of the Continental premium brand is to optimize all safety-relevant 
characteristics, while simultaneously minimizing rolling resistance. 
www.continental-reifen.de 
 

Motorcycle Tires  
Continental is among the leading manufacturers of motorcycle tires. Tire development, tire testing, and 
German production are all based in Korbach, Hesse. Continental manufactures tires for tourers, sports 
tourers, sports motorcycles, enduros, cruisers, light motorcycles, and scooters and supplies original 
equipment for various brands including BMW, Brammo, Horex, Husqvarna, KTM and Moto Guzzi. Its 
tires are approved for use with a variety of motorcycles manufactured in Europe, Japan, and the U.S.  
www.conti-moto.com 

 
Sponsorship  
Continental's Tire division is an official sponsor of the German DFB Cup, Major League Soccer in the 
U.S.A. and Canada, the 2015 Asian Cup in Australia, and UEFA EURO 2016TM in France. 
www.ContiSoccerWorld.com 
 
Media Database 
www.mediacenter.continental-corporation.com 
  
 

Contact: 
Alexander Bahlmann 
Head of PR, Passenger and Light Truck Tires 
Continental AG 
Tire division 
Büttnerstrasse 25, 30165 Hanover, Germany 
Tel.: +49 (0) 511 938 2615 
Fax: +49 (0) 511 938 2455 
alexander.bahlmann@conti.de 
www.continental-reifen.de  

 
Klaus Engelhart 
Press Spokesman, Passenger and Light Truck/Two-
Wheel Tires  
Continental AG  
Tire division 
Büttnerstrasse 25, 30165 Hanover, Germany 
Tel.: +49 (0) 511 938 2285 
Fax: +49 (0) 511 938 2455 
klaus.engelhart@conti.de 
www.getyourgrip.de 
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